These are books we thought you might want to consider as you explore various aspects of economics. Thanks to the students and faculty who helped us create this list! Use the call number listed after each title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

### CLASSICAL ECONOMICS

**An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations** / *Adam Smith* - HB161.S65 1998


**Capitalism and freedom** / *Milton Friedman* - HB501.F7 2002

**Capitalism, socialism, and democracy** / *by Joseph A. Schumpeter* - HX86.S33 1950

**Das Kapital: a critique of political economy** / *Karl Marx* - HB 501 .M36 1996

**The affluent society** / *John Kenneth Galbraith* - HC 106.5 .G32 1976


**The Great Transformation: the political and economic origins of our time** / *Karl Polanyi* - HC53 .P763 2007

**The new industrial state** / *John Kenneth Galbraith* - HC106.5.G33 1978

**The road to serfdom** / *by Friedrich A. Hayek* - HD 82 .H38 1975

**The theory of the leisure class** / *Thorstein Veblen; introduction by Robert Lekachman* - HB 831 .V4 1994

### ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS AND SUSTAINABILITY

**A survey of ecological economics** / *edited by Rajaram Krishnan, Jonathan M. Harris and Neva R. Goodwin* - HD 75.6 .S855 1995


**Local dollars, local sense: how to shift your money from Wall Street to Main Street and achieve real prosperity** / *Michael H. Shuman* - HN49.C6558 2012
Small is beautiful : economics as if people mattered / E.F. Schumacher - HB 171 .S384 1989

The company we keep : reinventing small business for people, community, and place / John Abrams ; foreword by William Greider - HD9715.U54S682 2005

The consumer society / edited by Neva R. Goodwin, Frank Ackerman, and David Kiron - HF 5415.33 .U6 C66 1997

The small-mart revolution : how local businesses are beating the global competition / Michael H. Shuman - HD2346 .U5 S55 2006

---

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, GLOBALIZATION, CAPITALISM

Changing women's lives and work : an analysis of the impacts of eight microenterprise projects / Lucy E. Creevey - HQ 1240 .C75 1996

China goes global : the partial power / David Shambaugh - HF1604.S48 2013


Contemporary Latin America : development and democracy beyond the Washington consensus / by Francisco Panizza - F1414.3.P36 2009

Deng Xiaoping and the transformation of China / Ezra F. Vogel - DS778.T39V64 2011


Global capitalism : its fall and rise in the twentieth century / Jeffry A. Frieden - HF1359.F735 2006

Globalization and its discontents / Joseph E. Stiglitz - HF 1418.5 .S75 2002


Great transformations : economic ideas and institutional change in the twentieth century / Mark Blyth - JC574.2.U6B59 2002

One economics, many recipes : globalization, institutions, and economic growth / Dani Rodrik - HF 1359 .R 62 2007

Poor economics : a radical rethinking of the way to fight global poverty / Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo - HC59.7.B323 2011

The globalization paradox: democracy and the future of the world economy / Dani Rodrik - HF1418.5.R6425 2011

The lever of riches: technological creativity and economic progress / Joel Mokyr - HC79.T4M648 1990

The mystery of capital: why capitalism triumphs in the West and fails everywhere else / Hernando de Soto - HB501.S778 2000

The political economy of Latin America: reflections on neoliberalism and development / Peter Kingstone - HC125.K48 2011


The travels of a T-shirt in the global economy: an economist examines the markets, power, and politics of world trade / Pietra Rivoli - HD9969.S6R58 2009

The world is flat: a brief history of the twenty-first century / Thomas L. Friedman - HM 846.F74 2005

Towards a social investment welfare state?: ideas, policies and challenges / edited by Nathalie Morel, Bruno Palier, and Joakim Palme - HN380.5.A8T69 2012

Why nations fail: the origins of power, prosperity, and poverty / Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson - HB74.P65A28 2012

**ECONOMIC HISTORY AND INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS**

Banded together: economic democratization / Jeremy Brecher - HN17.5.B713 2011eb

Building a community-controlled economy: the Evangeline co-operative experience / Paul Wilkinson and Jack Quarter - HD3450.P75W55 1996

Capturing the commons: devising institutions to manage the Maine lobster industry / James M. Acheson - HD9472.L63U52 2003

Connected: the surprising power of our social networks and how they shape our lives / Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. Fowler - HM741.C46 2009

For all the people: uncovering the hidden history of cooperation, cooperative movements, and communalism in America / John Curl - HD3444.C87 2012

Foundations of social capital / edited by Elinor Ostrom and T.K. Ahn - HM708.F68 2010


Humanizing the economy: co-operatives in the age of capital / John Restakis - HD2963.R47 2010

Institutions and the path to the modern economy: lessons from medieval trade / Avner Greif - HF395.G74 2006

Institutions, institutional change and economic performance / Douglass C. North - HB99.5


The drama of the commons / Committee on the Human Dimensions of Global Change, Elinor Ostrom ... [et al.], editors - HD1286.D7 2002

The gifts of Athena: historical origins of the knowledge economy / Joel Mokyr - HC79.T4M646 2002

The invention of enterprise: entrepreneurship from ancient Mesopotamia to modern times / edited by David S. Landes, Joel Mokyr, & William J. Baumol - HB701.I58 2010

The logic of collective action: public goods and the theory of groups / Mancur Olson - HM131.O55 1977


The ownership of enterprise / Henry Hansmann - HD 2785 .H32 1996

The penguin and the Leviathan: the triumph of cooperation over self-interest / Yochai Benkler - HD 2963 .B46 2011

Understanding institutional diversity / Elinor Ostrom - HF5549.5.M5O88 2005

Understanding the process of economic change / Douglass C. North - HB97.3.N67 2005
FINANCE AND CRISES

And the money kept rolling in (and out) : Wall Street, the IMF, and the bankrupting of Argentina / Paul Blustein - HC175.B665 2005

End this depression now! / Paul Krugman - HB3743.K78 2012

Famous first bubbles : the fundamentals of early manias / Peter M. Garber - HG 6005.G37 2000

Peddling prosperity : economic sense and nonsense in the age of diminished expectations / Paul Krugman - HB99.7.K77 1994

The ascent of money : a financial history of the world / Niall Ferguson - HG 171.F47 2008

The chastening : inside the crisis that rocked the global financial system and humbled the IMF / Paul Blustein - HB 3808 .B58 2001

This time is different : eight centuries of financial folly / Carmen M. Reinhart, Kenneth S. Rogoff - HB3722.R45 2009

Too big to fail : the inside story of how Wall Street and Washington fought to save the financial system from crisis--and themselves / Andrew Ross Sorkin - HB3722.S659 2009

When the money runs out : the end of western affluence / Stephen D. King - HC260.W4K56 2014

HETERODOX ECONOMICS


Controversies in post Keynesian economics / Paul Davidson - HB99.7.D39 1991

Marxism : for and against / Robert L. Heilbroner - HB 97.5 .H37 1981


INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS


Community by design: new urbanism for suburbs and small communities / Kenneth B. Hall, Jr., Gerald A. Porterfield - HT 167 .H29 2001


Small giants: companies that choose to be great instead of big / Bo Burlingham - HD62.7.B835 2005


The art of not being governed: an anarchist history of upland Southeast Asia / James C. Scott - DS523.3.S36 2009

The bounds of reason: game theory and the unification of the behavioral sciences / Herbert Gintis - HB144.G55 2014


Thinking, fast and slow / Daniel Kahneman - BF441.K238 2011

METHODOLOGY AND RHETORIC

A guide to econometrics / Peter Kennedy - HB139.K45 2008

Complexity: a guided tour / Melanie Mitchell - Q 175.32 .C65 M58 2009

Critical transitions in nature and society / Marten Scheffer - Q 295 .S34 2009
